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 Unmet demand for electricity: economic and social costs.
 Concerns: reliability, safety, security of electricity supply 

(SoS).
 SoS is a broad concept: no universally accepted definition.
 A common idea: ability of supply to meet effective demand 

on a continuous basis.
 Power supply is a complex chain exposed to unexpected 

events:
• Uncertainty (no quantitative estimates of probabilities / 

impacts): scenario analyses
• Risk (quantitative estimates): risk metrics
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 A key ingredient to SoS: system adequacy. EC(2016):
• Power generation
• Power demand Adequacy metrics
• Availability of lines

 We develop a stochastic model; demonstrate it by example:
• quantity based: physical adequacy
• peak demand = f(annual demand) MC: risk profile
• Spain (“electric island”) beyond 2020

 Extension of Abadie & Chamorro (2019, Energy): correlation 
between hydropower generation and peak demand.
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 We account for both:
• Uncertainties (scenarios): demand growth (1.36% D1; 1.73% D2), 

generation park (S1; S2)
• Risks (metrics): power demand, power supply (thermal, non-thermal)

 Adequacy metrics: RM, EENS, E95, LOLE, L95, LOLP
 System’s adequacy worsens in 2020, dramatically in 2040 and 2050 

(when coal and nuclear completely replaced by renewables). Assumptions:
• every technology feeds its output into the system irrespective of demand;
• all hydropower plants are considered as a whole.

 Now:
• We disaggregate hydropower generation: RoR and non-RoR stations.
• We assess the potential of flexible hydro management for SoS purposes.

 The severity of supply shortfalls decreases sizeably but not enough.
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 Hourly peak demand in year t as a function of yearly demand in t : 

 Power supply:
• Thermal (j = c, g, n): random (binary) availability rate

• Non-thermal (hydro, wind, solar, cogeneration, others): random (Weibull) load factor

• Non-RoR stations: probability distribution correlated with peak demand
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 Physical adequacy metrics:
• Deterministic:
RM: Reserve margin = (available generation capacity / maximum 

annual load) - 1

• Probabilistic: 
EENS (MWh): Expected energy not supplied  = unmet electricity 

demand in year t
E95 (MWh): 95-th percentile of EENS
LOLE (hours): Loss of load expectation = average number of hours 

with EENS occurrence
L95 (hours): 95-th percentile of LOLE
LOLP: Loss of load probability = probability that annual peak load will 

exceed available generation
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 Mainland (peninsular) system with a long-term perspective (2017-2050).
 Hourly peak demand on a daily basis: 2015 – 2017 (i.e. 1,096 data)
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 Hourly peak demand and yearly demand on an annual basis: since 1990.

α = -7.24270
(-10.82)

β = 0.924459
(26.45)

aR2 = 0.976980

s.e. 0.034453
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 Non-RoR: conventional reservoirs (11,900 MW) & pumped-storage stations (6,327 MW)
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 RoR: Daily generation in peak hour & installed capacity Daily load factor
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 Non-RoR: Daily generation in peak hour & installed capacity     Daily load factor
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 Non-RoR stations’ load factor and peak demand
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 Demand: Starting from annual demand in 2017:
• Set growth rate (e.g. 1.36%) and number of years (e.g. 13)
• Get the forecast for annual demand (in 2030)
• Plug the forecast in equation and get forecast of hourly peak demand (2030)
• 50,000 random samples for the shock term, hence hourly peak demand
• For every single run, calculate the difference with respect to the one in 2017
• Shift the maximum demand curve in 2017 accordingly (up/downward)
• Group daily data of hourly peak demand by month

 Supply: For every power technology:
• Every month 50,000 random samples for their availability or load factor

 From comparison: calculate the six generation adequacy metrics
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 Focus: system’s ability to meet demand continuously/reliably in the long run 
while accounting for flexible management of hydropower stations.

 Assess generation adequacy from a physical/technical viewpoint.
 Develop a stochastic model:

• Maximum hourly demand as a function of annual demand
• Thermal stations can be either ‘on’ or ‘off’ with specific probabilities
• Renewable stations display a random load factor
• Load factor of non-RoR stations correlated with hourly peak demand

 Demonstrate the model by example: mainland Spain (an ‘electric island’)

 Flexible hydropower reduces shortages substantially.

 Power shortfalls still loom worryingly high by historical standards in the long term


